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Excitation-energy transfer (EET)1 is a well-known phenomenon
observed in pairs or aggregates of molecules, and its feature is
widely used in biological systems such as green-plant photosyn-
thesis.2 Recently, a new biological EET system was found in
xanthorhodopsin (xR),3 which is a retinal protein4 and includes not
only a common chromophore, retinal (RET), but also a light
harvesting carotenoid antenna, salinixanthin (SXN) (Figure 1).
Differing from the conventionally found photosynthetic systems,
the components relevant to EET are only SXN and RET with a
1:1 ratio. Therefore, the antenna system, quite smaller and simpler
than photosynthetic systems, is expected to be a fundamental model
for thorough understanding of the EET mechanism. To physically
characterize EET in xR, several experimental studies have been
carried out,5 while theoretical study has not been performed yet
due to a lack of structural information. However, an X-ray
crystallographic structure was solved in 2008,6 which opens the
door toward theoretical investigations.

The EET efficiency depends on the electronic coupling between
donor and acceptor molecules which is often called the pseudo-
Coulombic interaction (PCI).1 To compute it, the dipole-dipole
(dd) approximation, which is derived from the leading term of the
multipole expansion of the electronic coupling, is frequently used
because of its simplicity,

where r̂X denotes the transition dipole moment of the molecule X
(D: donor and A: acceptor), and R and êR are the distance between
centers of the D and A molecules and its unit vector, respectively.
As seen in eq 1, PCI depends sensitively on alignment of the D
and A molecules, especially mutual orientations. To accurately
calculate PCI, however, the dd approximation is limited for D-A
molecules that are largely separated compared with their molecular
sizes.1b Considering a smaller distance between RET and SXN (∼13
Å) than their molecular sizes (∼36 Å), eq 1 would be out of range
for EET in xR. A practical difficulty in this regard arises in defining
of the molecular centers at which the transition dipole moments
are placed since VCoul

dd strongly depends on the definitions in this
case. To overcome this problem, we developed the transition-
density-fragment interaction (TDFI) method. Assuming negligible
overlap between electronic wave functions (WFs) of the initial and
final states, the interactions were represented using transition
densities (TrDs) as follows,

where Pλσ
X denotes the TrD matrix between the ground and excited

states for the D and A molecules, and (µν|σλ) indicates a two-

electron integral in an atomic orbital (AO) representation. For
computing the donor potential Vµν

D in eq 2, the DFI algorithm7 was
used (see Supporting Information (SI) for details). The TDFI method
is based on the AO integrals and the self-consistent TrDs, which
can describe PCI more accurately than the previously proposed
method1b (see SI). It is noteworthy that the TDFI method is free
from the aforementioned molecular center problem.

To obtain the TrDs, we adopted the symmetry-adapted cluster-
CI (SAC-CI)8 method for RET and time-dependent (TD) density-
functional theory (DFT)9 with B3LYP10 and the revised Coulomb-
attenuating method (rCAM-)11 B3LYP functionals for SXN. As
shown in our previous paper, SAC-CI accurately describes the
excited states of retinal proteins.12 The crystallographic structure6

was refined via two steps. First, a 5 ns molecular dynamics (MD)
simulation was carried out for a periodic boundary box (90 × 90
× 120 Å3) composed of the xR protein and a 1-Palmitoyl-2-Oleoyl-
Phosphatidyl Ethanolamine (POPE) membrane, using a time step
of 2 fs under NPT conditions at 300 K and 1 atm (see SI). The
geometry was then optimized with an ab initio quantum mechanical/
molecular mechanical (QM/MM) method7,13 at the rCAM-B3LYP/
Amber9914 level of theory. The split valence double-� plus
polarization basis set (6-31G(d)) was used for all QM atoms. The
C�-Cγ bond of lysine-240 and the C1′-C2′ bond of SXN were cut
as the QM/MM boundary, and those were capped with hydrogen.
A negligibly small overlap between WFs of the initial and final
states (∼10-10) was found (see SI), confirming the validity of TDFI
method. The QM/MM computations were carried out with
TINKER4.215 interfaced with Gaussian03.16 The TDFI program
was implemented in Gaussian03. All MD calculations were
performed with AMBER9.17

Table 1 summarizes VCoul
TDFI and compares them with the experi-

mental values18 and VCoul
dd . The TDFI values obtained with TD-

rCAM-B3LYP/SAC-CI (216.2 cm-1) and TD-B3LYP/SAC-CI
(222.8 cm-1) nicely agree with the experimental one (160-210
cm-1)18 and are successfully improved compared with VCoul

dd (732.6
and 751.0 cm-1) by more than 500 cm-1. The excitation energies
calculated with TD-B3LYP/SAC-CI (2.41 eV for SXN and 2.05
eV for RET) also reproduce well the experimental values3 (2.55
eV for SXN and 2.21 eV for RET) (see SI). It is noted that other
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Figure 1. QM/MM optimized structures of SXN and RET in xR. Transition
density distributions are also shown.
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WFs (TD-B3LYP, TD-rCAM-B3LYP, and CI for all Singles) for
RET overestimated PCI by more than 120 cm-1 (see SI), indicating
that an accurate method is required to describe the complex nature
of WFs of RET. It was also found that VCoul

TDFI is insensitive to the
DFT functional used for SXN and to the protein electrostatic
potential (ESP) as seen in Table 1. Large errors of VCoul

dd are due to
the aforementioned problem of the dd approximation; as shown in
Figure 1, the TrD spreads over each of the D and A molecules to
an extent comparable with the D-A distance, and thus the dd
approximation does not hold in this case.

The accurate evaluation of PCI allowed us to investigate the
molecular architecture of the chromophore-protein complex that
attains efficient EET. To examine the correlation between the SXN-
RET alignment and the EET efficiency, we computed PCIs for SXN
conformations that are virtually generated around the protein as
depicted in Figure 2a. The SXN conformations on the protein
surface were searched along an angle, θZ, which is an azimuth
around the membrane normal axis lying on the protein center. At
each θZ angle, the search is performed for the rigid body rotation
of SXN combined with the radial shift (see SI). PCIs for the SXN
conformations along θZ were then evaluated. For computation of
PCIs, we adopted the transition charge from the ESP (TrESP)
method.19 In this method, PCI is represented by a classical
Coulombic interaction between the ‘transition’ charges which are
determined with TrD via the conventional ESP fitted charge scheme.
The TrESP method drastically reduces the computational costs for
evaluation of PCI and thus enables one to calculate PCIs for many
SXN conformations. As listed in Table 1, TrESP values are in good
agreement with TDFI ones.

Figure 2b shows PCIs obtained with the TrESP method for the
generated SXN conformations. The largest peak (217.9 cm-1)
appears for the native conformation at θZ ) 0, indicating that the
most efficient EET occurs in the native conformation. The second
largest peak (153.3 cm-1) was obtained at 48°. Using the experi-
mental time constants of the SXN S2 lifetime (110 fs) and of EET
(165 fs)18 and the Fermi’s golden rule relation, kEET ∝ VCoul

2 , the
EET efficiency, kEET/(kEET + krd), at 48° is evaluated to be 25%,
which is significantly reduced by 15% compared with the native
one (40%). The results clearly demonstrate that optimal SXN

alignment for the maximally tuned efficiency of EET is attained in
the native xR.

One may notice in Figure 2b a characteristic monotonic increase
of PCI in the region θZ ) -80°-0°. This feature is a consequence
of SXN alignment along a widely open groove on the protein
surface between E and F helices (see Figure 2a). At the bottom of
the groove at θZ ) 0, SXN aligns in the native conformation. Thus
the widely open groove may act as a funnel that leads SXN to
optimal alignment.

Among retinal proteins, archaerhodopsin-2 (aR2) is also known
to bind a carotenoid, bacterioruberin.20 In contrast to xR, however,
no EET activity is found in aR2. To elucidate the origin for the
distinct difference in EET activity, we also computed the PCI
between the D and A molecules in the conformations observed in
aR2 (see SI). The PCI was calculated to be 5.9 cm-1, which is
much smaller than that in xR (217.9 cm-1) and thus well explains
lack of EET in aR2. The considerable reduction of PCI is mainly
attributed to the mismatch of the mutual orientations rather than
an increase of the D-A distance since the distance increases only
modestly (∼13 Å (xR) and ∼17 Å (aR2) for the center-to-center
distances).

Here, we proposed the TDFI approach for EET and succeeded
in an accurate evaluation of PCI observed in xR. This method makes
it possible to investigate EET systems where the dd approximation
breaks down and can be easily extended to other WFs. The high
accuracy and the wide applicability of the methods would also
enable one to analyze and design FRET (fluorescence resonance
energy transfer) systems widely utilized in bioimaging.
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Table 1. Absolute Pseudo-Coulombic Interactions (cm-1)

method TD-B3LYP/SAC-CI TD-rCAM-B3LYP/SAC-CI expta

TDFI 222.8 (233.3)b 216.2 (231.1)b 160-210
dd 751.0 (755.5)b 732.6 (752.0)b

TCI 224.5 217.9

a Reference 18. b Without protein.

Figure 2. (a) Top view of the SXN conformations virtually generated along
θz. Only 12 conformations are shown in blue. (b) Theoretical PCI curve
obtained with the TrESP method.
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